Introduction
Cocitation analysis is a bibliometric technique that information scientists use to "map" the intellectual structure of a research field. It involves counting documents from a chosen field -paired or cocited documents, which appear frequently in the bibliographic reference lists of citing documents. Co-citation studies compile cocitation counts in matrix form and statistically scale them to capture "a snapshot at a distinct point in time of what is actually a changing and evolving structure of knowledge" (Small, 1993, p. 5) .
Author Cocitation Analysis, or ACA, is specific form of cocitation analysis based on counting highly cocited pairs of oeuvres -i.e., a body of writings by the same author, or first author in collaboration (White & Griffith, 1982, p. 257) . ACA was first introduced by White and Griffith (1981a; 1981b; 1982) , and described in technical detail by White (1986) in terms of cocited author retrieval and by McCain (1990) in terms of cocitation mapping. Subsequent scholars, notably Persson (2001) , Ahlgren, Jarneving, and Rousseau (2003) , White (2003) , Rousseau and Zuccala (2004) , and Leydesdorff (2004) have examined the practice of ACA and have provided suggestions for addressing its methodological problems (e.g., retrieving all author versus first author data; using Pearsons r, or Salton's Cosine as a similarity measure).
In past years, ACA studies have appeared quite frequently (e.g. Perry & Rice, 1998; Sandstrom, 1998; White, 2003; Zuccala, 2004) . Scholars are invested in this technique, yet given the debate concerning how data should be retrieved and manipulated there has been little or no disagreement about how resulting maps or "intellectual structures" should be interpreted. White (1990) lists the basic elements of a co-cited author interpretation, which are generally accepted:
Author maps reveal the "cognitive" or "intellectual structure" of a field by showing the consensus of citers as to important contributors and works. Author maps show who is central and who is peripheral to a field The maps show who is central and who is peripheral within clusters representing specialties or schools of thought
Author Cocitation Analysis versus Web Colink Analysis

Selecting Author Names / Selecting Web Pages
According to White (1986) , a successful Author Cocitation Analysis (ACA) depends on "choosing good names on which to search. They must be authors prominent enough to have been cited by other writers in journals recorded in SciSearch® or Social SciSearch®. The authors must also be related enough in other writers' eyes to be cited together (co-cited) with some frequency" (p. 94). When selecting names for an ACA it is essential then to choose authors that are highly cited, and that may be grouped according to a suitable rationale. Typically, the set of authors in question are selected because they publish within the same subject area (e.g., White & Griffith, 1981b , authors from judgement decision research), or because they carry out research concerning an important problem (e.g., Perry & Rice, 1998 , hybrid problem area of developmental dyslexia).
Further to White's recommendation, McCain (1990) advises that "a diversified list of authors is critical for the examination of the overall structure" of an ACA map, because "it defines the scholarly landscape being mapped. If the authors are not chosen to capture the full range of variability [e.g., research topics, methodologies, or political/national orientations, etc.]…these aspects of structure cannot be demonstrated" (p. 433). Authors chosen for an ACA should be highly cited, and possess some common elements, but they should also reflect some level of variability so that the cocitation structure will lead to a meaningful interpretation.
Consider now the selection of web pages or URLs for a WCA. If high author citation counts are important to the success of an ACA, let us assume that high link counts are of similar value to a WCA. One of the benefits of relying on Web links for a colink analysis is that they are easy to create, hence generally plentiful. Within the context of the Web, it is important to consider however that many links "may be created as a technological exercise rather than for any communication function" (Thelwall (2003; . High link and high colink counts are useful from a statistical perspective, but as one shifts towards the interpretative stage of a WCA, certain colinks may not be particularly meaningful. An optimistic point of view is that "the proportion of such links does not mean that link counts cannot have a meaningful interpretation, as long as the proportion of irrelevant links is not too high" (Thelwall, 2004) . Table 1 presents a list of 51 author names associated with the Isaac Newton Institute workshop: Singularity Theory and Its Applications to Wave Propagation Theory and Dynamical Systems (2000) . Again, names chosen for an ACA are normally gathered as a judgement sample, emphasising high citation counts. Typically the researcher begins working with one set of authors mined from various publications, then adds or removes names with acquired knowledge of who the prominent authors are in the subject area. Sometimes this knowledge is gained through conversations with the authors themselves (e.g., Sandstrom, 1998; Zuccala, 2004) , and at other times the cocitationist is familiar already with the subject literature and its prominent authors (e.g., White & McCain's, 1998 , Visualizing a discipline: an author cocitation of Information Science, 1972 Science, -1995 . Given the constrained nature of this particular ACA -i.e., a single workshop event -we diverge from the norm of focusing on high citation counts and work with a pre-determined author set (note: authors will neither be added nor removed). It is expected that some of the authors from this set may not be highly cited or even highly co-cited, but that most of them will be cocited enough for a meaningful ACA. Table 2 presents our WCA comparison list of 44 mathematics research institutes and their home page URLs. The names of all these institutes and their URLs have been extracted from a specific "institute" directory on Google (see http://directory.google. com/Top/Science /Math/Research/Institutes/). Approximately 80 research institutes are listed at this Google page; however only 44 were selected for the WCA. This judgement sample of 80 URLs was reduced intentionally so that the manual retrieval procedure would not be unwieldy. Each URL was chosen on the basis of McCain's (1990) "variability" suggestion to reflect a range of differences based on geography. The institute environments operate within different countries (note: a few are from the same country) and have been tabled with idea that the WCA for this paper will serve as an exploratory study -i.e., one that is instrumental in nature rather than an official investigation. 
Author Cocitation / Web Colink Data Retrieval
Data collection for an ACA is based on performing a Boolean "AND" search in the Dialog™ SciSearch® or Social SciSearch® citation indexes. Two authors names are specified with the intent of retrieving any paper that cites both as first or sole author: "S CA= Author A? AND CA=Author B?" Because a first or sole author analysis does not present a complete picture of an author's contribution to an ACA structure, Rousseau and Zuccala (2004) demonstrate how a Dialog™ search based on mathematical set theory can be used to retrieve complete author cocitation data (i.e., pure author cocitations and general author cocitations). An all-author data collection procedure is extremely tedious and should ideally be automated; however, Persson (2001) has shown that allauthor maps are technically feasible. If a researcher wishes to carry out the traditional form of ACA and believes that the general "aim is not to rank authors but rather to identify research themes," then a first or sole author analysis is sufficient (Persson, 2001, p. 343) . If one is interested in developing a more detailed view of how an individual has contributed to a research area over time, regardless of his/her authorship rank, then an all-author cocitation is recommended.
Given the number of author names selected for an ACA, the combination of all possible pairs can reach a maximum number of N(N-1)/2. For practical reasons, White (1986) advises that "it is best to keep the input set of authors relatively small" since it is obvious that "the more pairs one starts with, the more pairs one must enter (if all combinations are to be formed)" (p. 95). To assist the cocitationist with the retrieval process, a pre-composed list of author pairings can be formatted in Microsoft Word, then cut and pasted into DialogLink™, which contains a type-ahead scroll window set for automatic input to SciSearch® or Social SciSearch®.
When collecting data for a WCA, the same Boolean "AND" search strategy is required; however, unlike the ACA retrieval process, researchers cannot benefit from an automatic input module. Search engines like Google and AltaVista prohibit users from automating retrieval sessions, unless a program is used, for example, to access the Google API (Application Programmable Interface). Normally colinks cannot be extracted from Google, so AltaVista (or one of its sister search engines) is the only possible choice for a large-scale WCA, unless the researcher is prepared to spend a significant amount of time collecting link data. To extract colinks using AltaVista, the researcher must type the following string in the advanced search window of the search engine "link:www.msri.org AND link:www.newton.cam.ac.uk." (worldwide; in all languages). Each unique pairing of the Web pages is done separately, and should be carried out within a day or two. The data for this study were collected on October 28th and 29th, 2004. A point of interest when performing a WCA is that link counts on the Web are typically unstable (e.g., Bar-Ilan, 1999; Rousseau, 1999; Snyder & Rosenbaum, 1999) . The Web as a data resource tends to fluctuate, thus one may expect that a colink search will yield a count of 45 one day, and a count of 56, perhaps one day later. Citation indexes, on the other hand, are more stable and reliable, but obviously different from the Web in that they do not provide "up to the minute" data. A cocitationist works with data that has taken a significant period of time to accumulate. ACA does not reflect the current publishing activities of the authors in question: it is an historical analysis of the authors' past work. The process leading to an indexed citation, beginning with one author's motivation for citing another author, is also a more complex and formalized procedure. Thelwall (2003) reminds us that "a journal article may be rejected for publication due to an author's failure to cite a relevant article" but a web page, by comparison would never be rejected due to the web author's failure to link to a page on an external site (p. 7). When performing a WCA, the manual retrieval of data using AltaVista is time-consuming; however, there is no problem equivalent to the first-author versus all-author retrieval problem in ACA. A Web site, by definition, is "a self-contained collection of one or more pages with a consistent theme" (Thelwall, 2004) . As the colink retrieval is performed using AltaVista, the pairing process retrieves only pages with links to the home pages of sites and not the sites' branching pages. Omitting a site's branching pages is however not as serious as omitting authors from an ACA, where all authors should be recognized as individual research contributors. If we try to include every individual page of a web site on a WCA map, the technique is not necessarily enhanced. Homepage colink structures still support meaningful and valid interpretations because the comparison can be made at the organization level. Also, many links are targeted at the home pages of organizational Web sites (Thelwall, 2002) , except in the case of research oriented links, which are more likely to be made within a Web site's content to specific articles, researchers or projects.
The fourth issue, which is particular to ACA, but less important for a WCA is the problem of retrieving homonymous data. Homonymous web sites are not expected with the practice of WCA because web pages are registered domains: no two domains are accidentally alike. Nevertheless, Web sites can host mirror copies of others' Web sites. For example, many universities publish copies of computing documentation and commonly use sites such as the DBLP computer science bibliography. Links to and from mirror sites are 'redundant' in the sense of not being directly associated with the host site owners. Dialog™ SciSearch®, by comparison, is an international multidisciplinary database for all articles, review papers, and meetings abstracts published in the fields of mathematics, chemistry, agriculture, biology, environmental sciences, clinical medicine, the life sciences, and the engineering sciences and physics. Due to the broad coverage of this database the pairing of author names -homonymous authors from the same specialty or other research specialties -could lead to irrelevant cocitation counts. Most cocitation analysts agree that it is unlikely that two or more authors with the same surname and first name initial will be active in the same research specialty, or have "twins" paired together as co-cited authors in another scientific specialty (Harter, 1986; Sandstrom, 1998; White, 1986) . Harter (1986) claims that the number of such pairings is "exceedingly small" (p. 187). Likewise, White (1986) has found that "homonym discrimination breaks down only in rare cases" and provides an example search in LIS (CR=WILSON P?) which has the effect of retrieving papers citing either Patrick or Pauline Wilson in LIS (p. 95). Sandstrom (1998) also recognizes that "significant skewing can conceivably occur when two very common names are combined, but this question is one that should be addressed empirically" (p. 164, original emphasis).
And finally, the fifth point of comparison between the two research techniques requires that we give some attention to the use of author self-cocitations in ACA versus Web site self-colinks in WCA. When an author cites her own work and the work of another author in her own paper's bibliographic reference list, she creates a self-cocitation. Likewise a Web site that links to both its own home page and that of another organization's home page is producing what we call a site selfcolink. With the practice of ACA, we typically include self-cocitation data in the retrieval and mapping procedure because it is understood that authors can and should contribute to their own cocitation profile. Not only do we want to know how authors view each other as external citers, but also how the individual authors view themselves: "my work is similar to or not similar to" author X within a research community. With the practice of WCA, the use of site self-colinks in the data retrieval and mapping procedure is not as straightforward. Some researchers might argue that it is important to exclude site self-colinks because it will ensure a "clean" data set, which will not skew the meaning of a colink map. For instance, many site self-colinks should not be counted because they occur unintentionally -Web site developers often include a return link to their site's home page on every page of a site merely for navigation purposes. Other researchers might argue that if we do not remove site self-colinks in the retrieval process, we are not adhering to a true definition of a colinki.e., Co-linked: when two pages both have inlinks from a third page (Bjorneborn & Ingwersen, 2001; Thelwall, 2004) . Clearly, this argument depends precisely on the definition used in the research, and at present the above definition does not specify that the third linking page must be an "outside" page from another Web site. To that end, it is up to the individual researcher to provide a reason for removing or including all site self-links or perhaps determine by comparison how both data circumstances might impact the mapping procedure. In this WCA of the international institutes site self-colinks are not removed and the decision to include them is based on two reasons: 1) we want to determine the extent to the Web site self-colinks are contributing to the international institute colink map; and 2) we consider the underlying motivations for site self-links to be an important part of the map's meaning or interpretation.
Cocitation / Colink Matrices and Summary Statistics
Figures 1 and 2 below present the cocitation and colink maps of the Singularity Theory -Wave Propagation /Dynamical Systems workshop authors and the international mathematics research institute home page URLs. Both maps have been created from separate adjacency matrices (shown in Tables 3 and 4) , and submitted to SPSS-10 for a multidimensional scaling and clustering routine.
At present there is a disagreement among scholars concerning the use of Pearson's r as a similarity measure in ACA. Ahlgren, Jarneving & Rousseau, (2003) and Leydesdorff (2004) oppose the use of this coefficient, while White (2003) believes it is acceptable and "performs well enough for an ACA" (p. 1250). In light of this disagreement, we note that Pearson's r was the chosen similarity measure for this study, not just for the ACA, but also for the WCA. The author understands that Pearson's r is not statistically optimal because it fails two important tests of measurement stability, but has decided to accept White's (2003) argument that the Pearson's r coefficient produces clusters and maps very like those based on other coefficients. The resulting cocitation map should therefore not be any more or less useful for an interpretation; however, new colink research now suggests that the Pearson's r correlation coefficient may be more useful for colink mapping because it presents less distortion among point similarities and dissimilarities (Ortega-Priego & Aguillo, 2005, p. 203) .
With ACA, there is also an ongoing problem concerning what the researcher should do with the diagonal cells of an ACA/WCA matrix. McCain (1990) notes that she has "experimented with an alternate approach -treating the diagonal cells as missing data," and upon examining the results she found "little difference, in mapping, clustering and factor analysis, between scaling the diagonal values…and treating them as missing data" (p. 435). Ahlgren, Jarneving & Rousseau (2003) take an alternative view, stating that "some methods for creating diagonal values are at best inelegant, and at worst completely arbitrary (p. 551). To solve the diagonal problem, the authors suggest using "the number of times an author, say AU, has been cocited with him/herself (excluding self-citations)." (p. 551). In this study, column averages were inserted into both the ACA and WCA matrix diagonals. Currently, there is no effective method for retrieving data through Dialog™, AltaVista, or Google based on Alhgren et al's (2003) suggestion. 
ACA / WCA Mapping and Interpretation
Multidimensional scaling
A multidimensional scaling routine in ACA is based on an algorithm used by SPSS-10 to "create visual displays -maps -from proximity matrices (i.e., Pearson's r proximities), so that the underlying structure within a set of objects can be studied" (McCain 1990, p. 437) . The major output of an MDS routine in ALSCAL is a scatter plot of points or author nodes mapped in two or threedimensional space. Generally, the closer the multidimensional scaling routine's RSQ is to 1 (percentage of the total variance explained), the better the outcome. Also, the smaller the stress value (e.g., < .20) the better the data fit the model.
The ACA mapping of the Singularity Theory-Wave Propagation authors (Figure 1 ) resulted in a RSQ of .65849 and a stress value of .25307. Comparatively, the colink mapping of the international mathematics research institute URLs (Figure 2 ) resulted in a RSQ of .91082 and a stress value of .16593. When both proximity matrices were used as input to ASCAL for a threedimensional solution, minor improvements to the RSQ and Stress values were observed (ACA 3D: RSQ=.72103; Stress=.19847 and WCA 3D: RSQ=.93863; Stress=.12385). The 3-dimensional solutions were a better fit for both the ACA and WCA data; however, we use the two-dimensional solutions for the interpretation because they are more visually accessible.
When using ACA, structural anomalies or distortions can sometimes occur when using a twodimensional scaling solution (McCain, 1990) . The same is true also for a WCA. On Figure 2 , we see that the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute at Berkeley (msri.org) and the Pacific Institute of Mathematical Sciences in Canada (pims.math.ca) sit apart as distant nodal points. Here we have a colink anomaly, because the two institute Web pages, relative to all of the other pages, have the highest number of colink counts (count=575). The SPSS-10 algorithm has distorted the Web pages' similarity; hence a three-dimensional solution to the data, using advanced mapping software, would allow us to see the two URLs positioned closer together.
Note from Figure 1 and Figure 2 that there is a shared core-periphery configuration around the individual maps' x and y-axes. Certain authors from the ACA map (Figure 1 ) are located near the centre (e.g., TOKIEDA) and others occupy space around the periphery (e.g., ZHITOMIRSKII). Likewise, the institute URLs on the WCA map (Figure 2 ) are scattered about the axes in more or less central nodal positions: The Centre for Mathematics and Its Applications in Canberra, Australia (maths.amu.edu.au/CMA) sits in the middle, while the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences in Cape Town, South Africa (aimsforafrica.org) is decidedly peripheral.
With an ACA map, a core-periphery configuration is both familiar and expected: "points representing authors with high similarities [are] placed close together in 'intellectual space,' while points representing authors with high dissimilarities [are] placed farther apart (McCain, 1990, p. 438) . Co-cited authors are "intellectually similar" because their citing colleagues perceive their works to be cognitively relevant (e.g., DAMON and TROTMAN on Figure 1 ). Sometimes the cognitive relevance is quite direct: two authors' separate works are needed by the citing author to develop a new idea. At other times it may be less direct: authors are cocited regularly with other authors because they are well known in the subject area -i.e., citers are motivated to pay homage to pioneers (Garfield, 1965 ). Cronin's (1994) view of direct versus less direct citing has been discussed previously in the literature in terms of "tiered citations." On maps based on tired citations, the perceived similarity between pairs of cited documents does not have to be a problem if the researcher considers "the notion that there are levels or gradations of citation" (p. 538).
Figure 1 presents a cluster of central author nodes that are similar (i.e., TOKIEDA; BASTO-GONCALVES; KRUGLIKOV; VAN NOORT; GRIDIN; MAILYBAEV), but not for the usual reason of being highly cocited. Many of the authors used in this analysis, including the names listed above, possessed low citation and cocitation counts in Dialog™ SciSearch®. Due to the low counts, the multidimensional scaling routine has grouped certain names together to indicate that they are either students (with few or no publications) or newcomers to the Singularity Theory/Wave Propagation subject. These centrally placed authors are (or were, at the time of the analysis in September 2000) not as cognitively identifiable as some of the other authors on the map.
On Figure 2 , the core-periphery arrangement of URLs around the x and y-axes is more difficult to assess. At a glance, we can appreciate that certain institute Web pages are colinked together more or less often,
but why? Author Cocitation Analysis is to Intellectual Structure, as Web Colink Analysis is to…?
In "What is this link doing here" Thelwall (2003) reviews the literature on citation theory and recognizes that "other than links in e-journal articles and online copies of preprints, very few hyperlinks between sites are created as a result of a necessity on par with that for citations" ( ¶12) Web links are categorically different from bibliographic citations; thus one of the goals of webometrics research has been to develop a link motivation theory, parallel to existing citer motivation theory (e.g., Chu, 2003; Harries et al., 2004; Kim, 2000; Thelwall, 2001; Thelwall, 2003) . At present this theory is still under development, and though it is possible to uncover a Web site creator's impetus for creating a link, "hyperlinking behaviour frequently results from a complex interplay of motivations" (Kim, 2000, p. 887 ). Thelwall's (2003) link motivation research, which we use for this particular analysis, presents "a fine-grained process of differentiating between creation motivations for links in academic Web sites" (abstract). Direct links to academic sites occur for the following reasons: 1) general navigational (i.e., links to a wide variety of non-subject specific information) 2) ownership link (i.e., those that acknowledge authorship, co-authorship, ownership or coownership of the host Web page(s) or associated project) 3) social links (i.e., those created with the apparent primary purpose of reinforcing social ties) 4) gratuitous links (i.e., those without any discernable communication motivation behind their creation).
Based on Thelwall's (2003) work, we might hypothesize that the colink structure of the international mathematics research institutes is social in nature (i.e. representing a social structure). Unless we visit and examine several of the colinking pages, this hypothesis cannot be verified. Let us focus now on the practice of cluster analysis in ACA, to see if a CLUSTER routine can be more helpful to our WCA interpretation.
Clustering
In ACA, the use of CLUSTER in SPSS-10 aids the interpretive process by creating an enhanced view of an intellectual mapping, showing how certain authors group together and others do not. Normally a hierarchical agglomerative approach to this analysis is used, although there are in fact "150 specific methods" to choose from in CLUSTER. Each may be used "to group objects, people, countries, or other entities on the basis of shared attributes" (McCain, 1990, p. 437) . With an agglomerative routine, there is a "bottom-up building" process. Authors and, in this case, URLs are joined together gradually to create smaller clusters, then subsequently joined again to create larger clusters, until there is a complete linkage. The resulting SPSS display is a dendogram, which assists in determining cluster cut-off points.
On both Figure 1 and Figure 2 , results of an SPSS-10 CLUSTER routine have been added to the maps with the inclusion of dashed boundary lines drawn around the authors and the URLs (note: the cut-off points from the dendogram have been selected at a stage close to complete-linkage). With the cluster groups identified, the researcher has an opportunity to produce a label, and reflect on an overall reason as to why they fit together: Is the structure "puzzle-like" in its configuration, or more akin to a group of distant "blobs"?
Labelling the clusters on the Singularity Theory-Wave Propagation theory map (Figure 1 ) is a straightforward process. Citation theory informs us that authors mapped in close proximity are "intellectually similar;" therefore clustered authors are also similar, but from a more precise topic or subtopic perspective.
The authors featured on the ACA map (Figure 1 ) are mathematicians. When mathematicians publish new research, their papers are indexed according to the American Mathematics Society's Subject Classification System. To create cluster labels, we compile a list of the clustered authors' names and perform a search in Dialog™ MathSci® for all of their papers (Search AU= BARISHNIKIV, Y? OR AU=SIMON, P? OR AU=BOLYBRUCH, A? … etc). Once the papers are retrieved, we RANK them according to their assigned classification codes (RANK DC). With the RANK command in Dialog™ we can determine the top four/five topics or description code areas that the clustered authors share in common. Figure 3 , below, illustrates this process. On the ACA Map (Figure 1) , the labelled clusters fit together in an oval-like pattern. A birdseye view of the authors shows that they are not well integrated: some of the mathematicians are aligned with Singularity Theory research and its associated topics, while others are more involved in research concerning Wave Propagation Theory and/or Dynamical Systems.
The aim of the Singularity Theory-Wave Propagation workshop was to inspire research interaction among the invited participants (authors). The institute environment provided the authors with a collaborative context for sharing information and developing new ideas. During the workshop's weeklong period (in October, 2000) , the information sharing process had only just begun: the ACA map captures a distinct point in time when a select group of researchers were meeting together with different research histories. In the future, the map may be used again, as a tool for assessing the workshop's aim and outcome. The ACA may be reiterated in five to ten years time, including new cocitation counts, to find out if there is a noticeably altered configuration. Perhaps the oval pattern will draw in slightly to reveal a more "puzzle-like" structure. Perhaps it might not. In any case, the general value of the ACA map is that it can be useful for predicting and examining knowledge growth.
Look closely now at Figure 2 : the WCA map of the international mathematics research institutes. For each of the clusters shown here, there is no ranking and labelling procedure similar to that performed on Dialog™ MathSci®. To label or interpret our Web colink clusters, one possible strategy is to compile lists of target pages, which lead to colinks and examine the colink situations individually for common themes. In this study, we use a specially designed link extraction program, to collect the first 50 results (target pages) of an AltaVista colink retrieval session. According to our original AltaVista search, the MSRI at Berkeley (msri.org) and The Fields Institute (fields.utoronto.ca) have been colinked together 306 times (see Table 4 ). On Figure 2 , the URLs for the two institutes are mapped in close proximity, within the same cluster group. Among the pages producing the 306 colink counts, evidence taken from the first 50 target links shows that The Fields Institute is responsible for at least three site self-colinks: Previous link motivation research pertaining to inlinks to academic Web sites (i.e., Chu, 2003) has shown that directory-type links are very common (i.e., comprising 50%). Since our original WCA list was developed from a directory (i.e., Google: http://directory.google. com/Top/Science/ Math/ Research/Institutes/); we expect other directory-based Web pages to exist for similar navigational purposes. In this study, some of the paired institute pages could be producing higher colink counts because they are listed together in more directories. If this is the case, the WCA is generating a map that is somewhat trivial. We might conclude that it is trivial unless we can find another, more significant reason for the colink configuration. The Web pages that interest us then, are those that have created colinks between the institutes for a purpose other than navigation. A closer look at the retrieved list in AltaVista for msri.org and fields.utoronto.ca reveals that there are such pages: At the Electronic Journal in Combinatorics Web page, the MSRI (msri.org) and Fields Institute Web pages (fields.utoronto.ca) receive one colink count because both have been selected as conference venues for researchers in Combinatorics (Discrete Mathematics). The creator of the source page -the colinking page -has shown us that the two institutes share a similar social function. At Gregory B. Landweber's page, and at Frank Olaf Wagner's page, the two institutes are colinked again, but this time, for personal reasons. Both scholars have held postdoctoral positions at the MSRI (Berkeley, California) and both have been visitors at different times to The Fields Institute (Toronto, Canada). Compared to the navigational colinks, socially motivated and personally motivated colinks may be less plentiful. If our intent is to determine that they are the primary cause for some of the institutes' colink proximities, more pages of this type must be uncovered: Are the institute URLs mapped in close proximity colinked more often due to social and personal reasons than those mapped at distance? Geography seems to have played a significant role in the development of the colink clusters. Note from Figure 2 there is a strong American bias, where several of the Canadian and U.S. institutes are clustered together (e.g. fields.utoronto.ca; pims.math.ca; crm.umontreal.ca; msri.org). In the same cluster, there is also an associated European bias (e.g., newton.cam.ac.uk; mpim-bonn.mpg.de; cirm.univ-mrs.fr; crm.es).
History and/or the rate of Internet technology adoption could be another factor influencing the cluster configuration. Some of the institutes may be receiving more inlinks and colinks because they were the first international conference sites of their kind. Perhaps they have existed longer in the real world and on the Web; thus Web site developers have been inspired to create more inlinks and colinks to their pages.
Web developers' perceptions of the institute environments might also be a cause for some of the colink counts. Certain institutes may be considered more prestigious than others, particularly if they are situated in countries where financial support is generous and research is expected to have a higher international impact. Are Web page developers colinking specific institute pages more frequently because there is an underlying prestige motivation? Consider the following page: 1) http://orion.math.uwaterloo.ca/~hwolkowi/intrstsites.html Henry Wolkowicz' page of "Interesting Sites" in mathematics:
Although Wolkowicz' page seems to have a navigational purpose, it is also clearly a personal Web page. It is a specific type of personal page (i.e., different from the pages of O. Wagner and G. B. Landweber) designed not only to convey the activities and accomplishments of the creator, but also his personal value judgement. Wolkowicz uses his page to note what he thinks are "interesting" Web page in mathematics; however, underlying this notion of "interest" there might be a prestige motivation. We could investigate this notion further, but as Cronin (1984) 
Interpreting Colink Maps
Unlike the ACA map ( Figure 1 ) the WCA mapping of the international mathematics research institutes (Figure 2 ) is presented without cluster labels. The proposed strategy for this colink interpretation is exploratory, thus notably incomplete. To complete the interpretation, it is necessary to extract colink lists for every institute pairing, visit and examine the links based on current link motivation theory and carry out a full thematic classification. This type of classification exercise has been done effectively using direct links (e.g., , but with colink data -data that has been amalgamated into a colink network -it is an extensive and highly impractical process.
Bar-Ilan's (2005) significant contribution to link motivation theory has been to examine individual links to academic Web pages, and to show why it is important to take into account both the source and target pages. With direct links, she explains, it is important to remember that they "can be (most often are) created without the knowledge of the author of the target" (p. 978). Consequently, it is usually the "characteristics of the source page that are more influential." (p. 978). Link types can be classified according to the following: a) the relationship between source and target, b) the link tone -i.e., positive; negative; neutral, c) the placement of the link, and d) the link context -i.e., how it is discussed on the source page (pp. 980-981) .
Colinks in contrast to direct links, require an extension to classification, because they incorporate a new dimension for analysis. Figure 4 below illustrates this added dimension. With each and every colinking condition, we want to know why source page A is linked to target page B and why source page A is also linked to target page C. Since B and C are colinked there is an association, implied by the source page, and although B and C are receiving direct inlinks, they are not necessarily linked to each other (they could be linked, but not necessarily). Figure 4 represents a basic example of a colink; thus, when we assemble hundreds of directed link and colink associations together in a full WCA map, we have a mass of data that is too difficult to examine at a microscopic level (see also Harris et al., 2004) .
Given the colink map of the mathematics research institutes (Figure 2 ), we know that the targeted colinked pages possess a "similarity" to one another because the chosen units of analysis are all institute Web pages. Some of the institutes, however, are colinked more often (i.e., in closer proximity) than others. In this case, there is a need for a general classification scheme, highlighting possible reasons for the distances and proximities. With a bottom-up approach to a WCA interpretation, focusing on links, colinks, and motivations for link creations, some reasons may be identified, but without a full examination and ranking of all the links, none of the reasons will be conclusive enough for a definitive interpretation. Our link analysis strategy suggests so far that there could be at least six motivations influencing the institute WCA configuration: 1) Social: colinks occurring because some of the mathematics institutes have held cooperative research programs and workshops (potentially jointly funded) based on the same subject. Sometimes such colinks are created as site self-colinks.
2) Navigational: colinks that exist because several different directories on the Web are listing the same groupings of mathematics institute home pages.
3) Personal: colinks that occur because actual persons (mathematicians) have visited some of the worldwide institutes and present links on their home page to convey the places that they have visited.
4)
Geographical: colinks that have arisen because many Web page developers are aware of the geographical closeness of some of the institutes.
5)
Historical: colinks resulting from the fact that some of the international mathematics institutes have been operational for a lot longer than the others, thus more often recognized on the Web because their home pages have existed for a longer period.
6)
Prestige: colinks that demonstrate an element of prestige associated with certain institute environments because they are well-funded, belong to similar international consortiums and tend to be situated in more affluent countries.
In addition to the bottom-up approach, there is of course another type of examination that may be carried out, and that involves asking some mathematicians or directors of the research institutes to view the map and provide ideas concerning the colink structure. This is an approach commonly used in ACA, where cocitationists often "look for communication ties among authors after clustering them -for example, by interviewing the real people involved" (White, 1990, p. 98) .
For this study, a panel of mathematicians (N=3) were recruited to examine the colink map ( Figure  2) , and what we found with respect to their comments were ideas quite similar to the thematic colink classifications. One of the interviewed mathematicians (i.e., a director from a North American institute) openly stated: "there doesn't seem to be a really clean interpretation of the clusters. I can make observations though" (personal communication, June 17, 20 and 21, 2005) :
A number of institutes operate by choosing a small number of thematic topics each year, and mounting an intensive program of postdoctoral fellowships, conferences, and visitors (both local and international) related to those topics. The idea being to get a critical mass of people together and try to move that field forward in a major way. Many (though not all) of the institutes that operate that way are located in the far right hand cluster. Examples include MSRI, Fields, CRM, and Newton. But that cluster includes other institutes with a different mode of operation (eg IAS).
A different trend is that the clusters seem to segregate institutes by country. For example, all the North American institutes are in the far right hand cluster.
Some of the variations you observe may arise from how seriously the institutes in question use their Web pages. Fields, for example, puts everything up on its Web page, in perpetuity. Other places may do this less.
Other variations will arise because different institutes serve different functions. Some institutes have a very local character -serving the needs only of their country, or even only of their host university. Others (eg Fields, MSRI, Newton) take a truly international point of view. You may also be picking up idiosyncrasies like the fact that CRM and Fields run a prize together, and link to each others' Web sites over that. Or that the BIRS Web site is a subdomain of the PIMS one.
The second mathematician (i.e., a director from one of the European institutes) tended to agree with the first on the subject the map's overall interpretability: "I'm afraid that there's not much I can see... many of the linkages don't seem to be particularly predictable" (personal communication, June 23, 2005): There is a fair amount of geographical clustering in the results, though less than might be expected. For instance, Eastern European institutes often appear near each other.
The outlying status of AIMS (Aims for Africa) is easily explained.... it is not so much an international research institute; more of an educational facility aimed at improving the mathematical skills of Africans at mostly the undergraduate level. Therefore, its activities are of a completely different type to the other institutes.
From the third mathematician (i.e., a frequent visitor to several of the international research institutes), more statements were made regarding geographical closeness, including comments about the clustered institutes' level of cooperation and mission-type similarities (personal communication June 24, 2005 ):
Looking at the top left quadrant of your map, it seems that geographical closeness could explain some nearness (Ukraine, Sobolev, Slovak, Czech).
[Also], in the top right quadrant there are MSRI, CRM Montreal, Fields. There are surely some institutionalized links/cooperation between these major North American institutes.
Oberwolfach and the CIRM do have formal agreements between them. More to the point for your analysis perhaps is that they have the same function: weekly meetings throughout the year are organised in the 2 places respectively by the German Math Society and the French Mathematics Society. Also, the CRM Barcelon, the CIM Mexico and IHES seem to have similar functions, as does the IAS Princeton (i.e., special programmes for a year or half year and also long term visitor programmes).
The institutes in the big left region are fairly local, small, not so interesting, but may be inter-supportive.
The major centres: Berkeley, Bonn, IHES, Princeton, Cambridge, Barcelona, Banach Centre, Montreal, Luminy, all attract top mathematicians for one week meetings or longer stays. These are the researchers doing the most important recent research.... The most active (busy, travelling, productive) mathematicians will have regular visits to the major research institutes during their career. So if you look at their personal Web sites you will get a high colink count relating to these research centres.
In sum, what we can take from the interviews is a confirmed recognition of the institute colink map as a valuable observation tool. It may not be possible with Figure 2 to present a set of "clean" interpretive labels, but we can see that the configuration is still informative: it is a valuable Web intelligence resource for mathematicians, particularly institute directors, who might be interested in observing the extent to which the World Wide Web is mirroring their organizational strategies.
Conclusion
This study focuses on the relationship between ACA and WCA as "sister" techniques, and shows that WCA is clearly the more complex technique of the two. Author cocitation maps tend to be easier to interpret because they have been created and examined more often than colink maps. ACA is a well-practiced technique and frequent mappings have shown us that the relationship between cocited authors is normally "intellectual," based on research area subject themes (see White, 1990 ). When we interpret an ACA structure, we take this "intellectual similarity" at face value; thus we do not examine each and every pair of co-cited author papers. There was one period of time when the purpose and value of ACA was questioned (see Edge, 1977) , but again, the principles surrounding this technique are now generally accepted.
With a WCA structure then, should we be expected to visit and classify every type of colink pairing? This is an important question, because it reminds us that colinks on the Web differ significantly from bibliometric cocitations. Colink maps incorporate challenges that we do not see with cocitation maps, both in terms of retrieving link data and selecting links for an interesting analysis. The Web constitutes a much broader thematic context. Web pages lead to various types of mappings, academic or otherwise, thus more colink maps must be created, not only to assess their differences, but to determine also the extent to which link motivation research can help us understand their meaning and research value.
Since link motivation research is still new, there is a lot we can learn from the history of citer motivation research. Leydesdorff (1998) has indicated that a theory of citer motivation must be different at a micro level (i.e., for the individual author and text) than at the aggregate level (i.e., applying to social networks of authors and their systems of concept symbols). The same must be true for a theory of link motivation: what we investigate in terms of inlinks and outlinks at the micro level, may not always be appropriate to an aggregate study of a full link network or colink network. To conclude this ACA-WCA comparative study, a table is presented below with a summary of the two techniques' similarities and differences. 
Selection of Data
Highly cited/cocited authors, selected according to a common, yet diversified subject area, problem area or research field.
Well-linked web pages, selected on the basis of a common theme (e.g., academic web sites)
Data Retrieval
Boolean AND pairing of authors using Dialog™ citation indexes (e.g., SciSearch® Social SciSearch®). S CA=Author, A? AND CA=Author, B?
Mathematical set theory may be used for complete cocited author retrieval regardless of author rank (Rousseau & Zuccala, 2004) .
Author homonym pairs from other subjects/fields are possibly retrieved, but occurrence is rare.
Data (cocitation counts) are historical in nature -a reflection of the authors' past work
Author self cocitations are normally included in the retrieval so that authors can contribute to their own cocitation profile.
Boolean AND pairing of web pages using AltaVista advanced search window. link:www.domainname.edu AND link:www.domainname.edu
Retrieval process includes only pages that link to the home pages of the Web sites.
Homonymous pairing of Web pages extremely rare -Web domains are registered.
Data (colink counts) are "up to the minute," but can fluctuate rapidly
Researcher should specify why Web site self-colink data is either removed or included during the colink retrieval.
Data Matrices
Cocitation counts are assembled in an adjacency matrix -all possible pairs can reach a maximum number of N(N-1)/2.
Pearson's r or Salton's Cosine as a similarity measure?
Matrix diagonal -Do we scale the data, treat diagonal as missing value, or include self-cocitations?
Colink counts are assembled in an adjacency matrix -all possible pairs can reach a maximum number N(N-1)/2.
Matrix diagonal -Do we scale the data, treat diagonal as missing value, or include self-colinks?
Data Mapping and Clustering
Cocitation mapping produces a scatterplot of author nodes in two or three-dimensional space (i.e., select the best "fit").
Hierarchical-Agglomerative CLUSTER routine in SPSS is used to draw boundary lines around author clusters on the map (cluster cut-off points established through output dendogram).
A core-periphery configuration is evident around the map's x and y-axes: points representing authors with high similarities are close together in 'intellectual space,' while points representing authors with high dissimilarities are farther apart.
Colink mapping produces a scatterplot of Web page nodes (URLs) in two or three-dimensional space (i.e., select the best "fit").
Hierarchical-Agglomerative CLUSTER routine in SPSS is used to draw boundary lines around URL clusters on the map (cluster cut-off points established through output dendogram).
A core-periphery configuration is evident around the map's x and y-axes: points representing Web pages with high similarities are close together, while points representing Web pages with high dissimilarities are further apart.
Cocited Author/Web Colink Interpretation
Author maps reveal the "cognitive" or intellectual structure of a field
The knowledgeable interpreter of a cocitation map may see much to explicate in the fine structure of author points: for example common nationality, temporal conjunctions, teacher-student relationships, collegial and co-author relationships, or common philosophical orientations (from White, 1990, p. 103) .
Colink maps reveal some type of Web structure that is not necessarily intellectual.
The knowledgeable interpreter of a colink map may have an intuitive understanding of what the configuration means, but may also need to adopt a bottom-up link analysis approachi.e., examine extracted colinked pages for predominant relationships, perhaps common geographical connections, mission-based connections, or subject area orientations.
